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Abstract

The current study examines the role of constraints in
well-defined problem-solving in ill-defined problem-solving.
We chose variants of Raven’s advanced progressive matri-
ces(APM) for well-defined problem-solving and creative rea-
soning tasks (CRT) for ill-defined problem-solving. Using
traditional APM, we created a novel version of APM with
comparatively lesser constraints available to solve the puzzle,
called creative APM(cAPM). The cAPM task was designed to
induce divergent thinking along with convergent thinking. It
is assumed that the difference in constraints changes the na-
ture of the problem space in solving APM and cAPM and may
differently affect the following creative reasoning task. We
randomly assigned 50 participants to perform APM or cAPM,
followed by the CRT, in a fixed order. We observed a sig-
nificant effect of constraints available to solve well-defined
problems on ill-defined problem-solving. The current result
showed higher CRT scores when CRT preceded cAPM (Me-
dian = 79.25) than APM (Median = 53.00). The result sug-
gests that the flexibility in constraints to solve a well-defined
problem induces more divergent thinking alongside convergent
thinking and facilitates creative thinking required in ill-defined
problem-solving.
Keywords: Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices (APM);
Creative Reasoning Task (CRT); Standardized APM; creative
APM (cAPM); Convergent Thinking; Divergent Thinking;
Cognitive Strategies

Introduction
People encounter various kinds of problems in their day-to-
day lives. Some are very open-ended and don’t have a definite
correct solution. For instance, choosing a dress for a party, a
location to visit for the next holiday, or a research problem to
work on, to name a few. Such problems are called ill-defined
problems. The correctness and acceptance of the solutions
depend not only on the problem but on the individuals, so-
cial and historical circumstances (Boden, 1990; Strohschnei-
der & Güss, 1998). Kitchener (1983) states that well-defined
problems have solutions that are absolutely correct and have
a certain guaranteed way of reaching the answer, in contrast,
ill-defined problems can have many solutions or none, where
the procedural assurance for attaining a solution is not guar-
anteed.

Flexibility in constraints and varying degrees of freedom
in using rules while defining the problem’s goal and methods
to achieve the solution in an ill-defined problem space allows
novel and creative solutions. Such problem-solving is called
creative problem-solving, an aspect of creativity in which ill-
defined and ambiguous problems tend to allow creative so-

lutions (Dillon, 1982; Getzels, 1975). Creativity has been
defined in terms of the production of a “novel product, idea
or problem solution that is of value to the individual and/or
the larger social group” (Hennessey, 2010; Moneta, Ama-
bile, Schatzel, & Kramer, 2010) and involves two modes of
thinking, namely, convergent and divergent thinking (Brophy,
2001; Guilford, 1973; Mihaly, 2013; Jaarsveld et al., 2015;
Jaarsveld & Lachmann, 2017)

During an ill-defined problem solving, divergent thinking
is required at the problem’s definition, identification, and
goal definition stages. However, evaluating and selecting
the methods/rules from the knowledge/memory to complete
the problem requires convergent thinking. Jaarsveld and van
Leeuwen (2005) considered convergent thinking in a design
process to relate to the (re-) definition of constraints, the
evaluation of sub products and the monitoring of progress,
while divergent thinking was considered as the creation of
new design ideas and the exploration of different composi-
tions. These authors showed that the better designs were the
outcomes of creative processes in which i) a relation was ob-
served between the end product and the continuity of the pro-
cess ii) higher-scoring participants had a better understanding
of how close their design had come to its final stage and iii)
these participants were more able to give a reliable estimate
of their progress.

These observations show that i) training for a better inter-
mingling/cooperation of convergent thinking and divergent
thinking abilities could produce better creative solutions to
ill-defined problems and ii) less constrained problem defi-
nitions lead to more creative problem solutions. Basadur,
Graen, and Green (1982) reported that training involving syn-
chronization of convergent and divergent thinking in prob-
lem construction, idea generation and idea evaluation im-
proves creative problem-solving (Mumford, Mobley, Reiter-
Palmon, Uhlman, & Doares, 1991; Basadur, Wakabayashi,
& Graen, 1990). Brophy (2001) argued that divergent and
convergent thinking complement each other which results
in creative outcomes. Despite their importance in everyday
problem-solving, only a few studies have examined the role
of inducing divergent and convergent thinking in ill-defined
problem-solving (Jaarsveld & van Leeuwen, 2005; Jaarsveld
et al., 2015; Eymann, Beck, Jaarsveld, Lachmann, & Czer-
nochowski, 2022).
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Majorly, convergent and divergent thinking has been stud-
ied separately (Jaarsveld, Lachmann, & Van Leeuwen, 2012)
in the form of intelligence tests (e.g., WAISR-V) (Lee, Hug-
gins, & Therriault, 2014) and creativity tests (e.g., Guilford’s
alternate uses task) (Wilson, Guilford, & Christensen, 1953),
which restricts us to realize the underlying cognitive pro-
cesses while approaching well-versus-ill-defined problems. It
also creates a friction in realizing the transfer of knowledge
from solving well-to-ill-defined problem and vice-versa.

The current study aims to investigate the role of convergent
and divergent thinking in creative problem-solving task per-
formance by varying the constraints in traditional problem-
solving task, using APM. We developed a novel variant of
APM, called cAPM, to induce both convergent and divergent
thinking in the given test. The creative APM uses the stan-
dardized APM, with comparatively lesser constraints avail-
able to approach the problem. The cAPM task description
is elaborated under the method section. We used the cre-
ative reasoning task (CRT) to reduce the variability in the
knowledge domain and effectively map the common features
while approaching the two problems (Jaarsveld et al., 2017).
It was assumed that if intermingling of convergent and di-
vergent thinking induces creative thinking, then a better CRT
score is expected when CRT is preceeded by cAPM than the
traditional APM. We analyzed accuracy for solving APM and
cAPM puzzles. For CRT performance, we analyzed the count
and scores of rule components used in creating APM-like
puzzle in CRT.

Method
Participants
A total of fifty university students (male=49, female=1, oth-
ers=0, with mean age = 20.60 years, SD = 2.77) volunteered
to participate in the study. A participant’s data was excluded
from cAPM because they showed less than three correct re-
sponses according to our scoring criteria, described below
under results section. So the final analysis consisted of 49
participants (25 APM, 24 cAPM).

Material and Design
We selected only six out of the original thirty six APM puz-
zles for this study. The six puzzles consisted of three pure
visuo-spatial and three pure verbal-analytical from Raven’s
APM. The selection was based on previous research to reduce
the variability in representation involved in solving APM puz-
zles (Chen, De Beuckelaer, Wang, & Liu, 2017) and might
influence traditional and cAPM solving and further CRT per-
formance. The same puzzles were used for both the problem-
solving conditions. The description of each test is given be-
low:

APM Puzzles The Raven’s advanced progressive matrices
(APM) is widely used to measure non-verbal abstract reason-
ing pertaining to fluid intelligence. The APM puzzles consist
of 2 sets. Set I contains 12 puzzles and Set II contains 36
puzzles. For the current study, we selected three visuo-spatial

and three verbal-analytical APM puzzles from the set II to re-
duce the variability of any kind. The three visuo-spatial puz-
zles comprises 3, 9 and 22 puzzles and three verbal-analytical
puzzles comprises 4, 8 and 13 puzzles. The order of the pre-
sentation was kept identical to the standard APM puzzle Set
II. Each puzzle consisted of a 3 x 3 matrix area with 8 alter-
native response options, presented below the puzzle. Partic-
ipants were asked to select the correct response as per their
interpretation (Figure 1).

cAPM Puzzles In cAPM, the participant was provided with
only either a single row or column of the same puzzle used for
traditional APM in the current study. The eight alternatives
in cAPM were different from traditional APM. These eight
alternatives comprise six items corresponding to the original
puzzle, along with two most obvious errors. Participants were
instructed to deduce the rules from the partially presented
puzzle, and complete the puzzle by choosing the eight al-
ternative options presented next to the puzzle (Figure 2 and
Figure 3). The participant had to click and drag the options
to the puzzle grid so that it follows the APM rules. Based on
the options given, the participant has to extrapolate the rules,
check whether the rules work, and then in case the options
do not fit, redo the puzzle. The scoring method is described
below in the result section.

Creative Reasoning Task (CRT) In CRT, the participant
was provided with an empty 3x3 matrix, similar to an APM
puzzle, and the participant was asked to create a Raven’s like
matrix in a given format (Figure 4 and Figure 5) (Jaarsveld
et al., 2017). They were asked to generate the complete
puzzle with the answer in the last cell of the puzzle. They
were not asked to generate alternatives. The scoring mech-
anism defined by Jaarsveld and colleagues ( Please refer to
the (Jaarsveld et al., 2012)) was used to evaluate the perfor-
mance of CRT. For this manuscript, the CRT performance
was scored using rule component and excluded the element
and specification components of CRT total scores.

Design 50 participants were randomly allocated to the two
independent conditions, APM and cAPM puzzle-solving, fol-
lowed by the creative reasoning task (CRT). The experiment
was performed in the university experimental lab. One exper-
imenter was present in the room to clarify the doubts raised
by participants if any.

Apparatus We used ReactJs and Firebase to create the
website to present APM and cAPM puzzles. However, the
CRT was performed using paper pencil, in which participants
were asked to first draw an APM-like puzzle in an empty 3x3
puzzle box and second describe their puzzle and also give
a reasoning why their puzzle is difficult to solve. The CRT
sheet recorded participant ID, start time and end time.

Procedure The experiment starts with a welcome note fol-
lowed by a consent form. After participants gave their con-
sent, they were shown some general instructions followed
by collection of demographic information. The participant
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Figure 1: A sample APM puzzle with 8 alternatives. This
APM puzzle image is taken from the experiment’s website.

was randomly assigned to one of the two problem-solving
tasks (APM and cAPM). Based on the problem-solving task,
two example problems were given for a better understand-
ing about the upcoming problem-solving task. The problem-
solving task consists of six APM/cAPM puzzles. There was
no time constraint for the problem-solving task. Participants
were free to take their time to solve the puzzles. Once the
problem-solving task finished, participants were asked to per-
form CRT. CRT form was handed over to them in paper along
with a questionnaire to describe their CRT puzzle and why
their puzzle is difficult to solve. The CRT test and the follow
up questionnaire was the only part of the experiment which is
performed on paper. All the remaining tasks were performed
on computer using the website. The final section of the exper-
iment was the feedback section which consisted of a NASA
TLX (Hart & Staveland, 1988) and feedback about the web-
site’s UI. Participants also had the option to give additional
feedback if any.

Results
The problem-solving performance for both the groups was
scored using the binary scoring method. For the APM puz-
zle, the correct response was scored “1”, and the incorrect
response scored “0”. For the cAPM puzzle, if all the rules
present in the original APM puzzle were present in the cAPM
results, then it was scored “1”, otherwise “0”. To be consid-
ered for statistical analysis, the cutoff was kept at 50%. This

Figure 2: A sample cAPM puzzle with only one column. The
left half consists of the puzzle area and the right half consists
of options in the stash. This cAPM puzzle image is taken
from the experiment’s website.

Figure 3: A sample CRT puzzle by a participant

means that participants should have solved at least 3/6 puzzles
correctly under APM and cAPM conditions. The CRT per-
formance was scored using Jaarsveld and colleagues (2012)
scoring method. We analyzed only two aspects of CRT: a.the
counts of rules, and b. the score to calculate the relationship
between the elements.

Problem-Solving Performance (APM vs cAPM)

We observed violations of normality assumptions by using
the Shapiro-Wilk test for both groups, cAPM (W = 0.89, p =
0.013) and APM (W = 0.81, p < 0.001). This led to choos-
ing non-parametric analysis. Mann-Whitney U test showed
a significant effect of varying constraints on well-defined
problem-solving i.e, APM and cAPM on the task perfor-
mance with large standardized effect size (U = 532.5, p =
0.00000146, r = 0.69). The results showed a higher accuracy
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Figure 4: The schematic flow of the overall experiment. R =
random assignment

score for APM condition (Median = 5/6) than cAPM condi-
tion (Median = 4/6) (Figure 5).

CRT Performance

The CRT Performance was measured using two parameters i)
Number of rules applied in CRT ii) CRT Relationship Score.
Two participants from APM and two participants from cAPM
group were excluded for CRT analysis because they used
numbers instead of geometric and line components. This led
to a total of fourty five participants for the CRT analysis. We
calculated the number of rules used in the CRT, and the re-
lationship scores by employing these rules between the geo-
metrical and line elements.

Number of Rules in CRT The Shapiro-Wilk test for both
groups indicated violation of normalcy for CRT scores,
cAPM (W = 0.88, p = 0.014) and APM (W = 0.73, p< 0.001),
and led us to choose non-parametric analysis. Mann-Whitney
U test showed significant effect of varying constraints in
APM puzzle (i.e., APM with high constraints and cAPM with
lesser constraint) on the number of rules used in CRT with
medium standardized effect size (U = 125.0, p = 0.002, r =
0.46). Participants used more number of rules in CRT when
they solved APM with lesser constraints of rules, i.e., cAPM
(Median=2) than traditional APM (Median=1) (Figure 6).

Figure 5: Accuracy scores b/w APM and cAPM

Figure 6: Number of rules applied in CRT after solving
cAPM and APM
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Figure 7: CRT Relationship scores after solving cAPM and
APM.

CRT Relationship Score We observed a significant viola-
tion of normalcy for CRT relationship score for both groups,
cAPM (W = 0.79, p < 0.001) and APM (W = 0.87, p = 0.006)
and therefore performed non parametric analysis. The cAPM
group showed a significantly higher CRT relationship score
(Median = 79.25) than APM (Median = 53.00) with a medium
standardized effect size (U = 141.5, p = 0.011, r = 0.38) (Fig-
ure 7).

Discussion
The current study examined the role of constraints in well-
defined problem-solving in the ill-defined creative problem-
solving task performance. The well-defined problem-solving
was measured using the variant of APM (Raven, Raven, &
Court, 1994), and ill-defined problem-solving was measured
using CRT (Jaarsveld et al., 2017). We created a variant of
traditional APM, called creative APM (cAPM), in which the
rules to deduce the relationship between elements of the given
puzzle were not as well-defined as in traditional APM. We as-
sumed that cAPM, unlike traditional APM, will induce diver-
gent thinking in well-defined problem space, as it demands
creating a puzzle based on the reasoning deduced by partial
information, either row or column.

In traditional APM, participants are presented with a 3x3
matrix and are allowed to exhaust all the possible rules to
complete the puzzle with a single missing piece. Therefore,
the correct response leads to a single answer. Whereas in
cAPM the participants are presented with either a row or
a column. The partial information allows more degree of
freedom in the puzzle’s completion. Only a row or col-
umn present to deduce the rules leads to a few alternative

responses, despite a fixed number of correct answers at the
end.

The cAPM completion demands searching for the rules
and the elements and requires participants to create a puz-
zle, which may entail different cognitive processes than tra-
ditional APM. The search for rules and the constant evalu-
ation of the relationship between the elements as the puzzle
builds up demands juggling between convergent and diver-
gent thinking. It is assumed that the search for rules in cAPM
requires selective processes to filter the irrelevant features (at-
tention and executive control function) and keeping the rele-
vant information for future use (working memory) demands
manipulation and adjustment between various options before
a puzzle completion. Therefore, the processes involved in
cAPM appear closer to the CRT, in which participants are
asked to create an APM-like puzzle from scratch, and may
facilitate CRT performance when asked to perform cAPM be-
fore CRT than traditional APM. The higher CRT score when
the CRT followed the cAPM than the traditional APM is con-
sistent with our hypothesis, suggesting that the cAPM allows
participants to involve in similar cognitive processes that CRT
demands and therefore shows a better CRT performance than
when it follows traditional APM.

We chose APM to study well-defined problem-solving be-
cause of the shared knowledge domain with CRT. Recently,
a study (Jaarsveld, et al., 2017) argued the importance of re-
ducing the variability in intelligence and creativity tests (cor-
responding to well-and-ill-defined problem space) to better
understand the shared and distinct cognitive processing un-
derlying these two problem spaces. The authors (Jaarsveld et
al., 2017) argue in favor of keeping the knowledge domain
constant, realizing the inevitable difference between the con-
structs and problem spaces. The CRT was chosen because
a. it shares the knowledge domain with the APM, and b.,
it’s the only test in creative thinking that allows both conver-
gent and divergent thinking in a single test. Previous studies
(Jaarsveld et al., 2017; Eymann et al., 2022) using traditional
APM and CRT have shown a strong correlation between con-
vergent scores of CRT and traditional APM (Jaarsveld et al.,
2015) and a strong correlation between divergent thinking
score of CRT and widely used creative thinking task, test for
creative thinking and drawing production (TCT-DP), indicat-
ing the use of divergent and convergent thinking in CRT at
different stages.

Conclusion and Future Directions
It is concluded that the flexibility in constraints to solve
the well-defined problem facilitates the following ill-defined
problem-solving task performance. Despite encouraging be-
havioral data, the underlying shared cognitive mechanism and
associated neural correlates demand further investigation. It
is assumed that tests like APM, cAPM, and CRT will allow
better examination of the well-and-ill-defined relationship in
future. An interesting follow up study would be ”Does flexi-
bility in constraints to solve the well-defined problem impact
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ill-defined problem if both tasks are from different knowl-
edge domain?”. As an extension to this study, we can add
a creativity test from different knowledge domain and check
the differences in performance between the two groups.
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